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Abstract: Offering proper evaluation methodology is essential to continue
progress in modelling neural mechanisms in vision/visual information processing. Currently, evaluation of motion estimation models lacks a proper methodology for comparing their performance against the visual system. Here, we set
the basis for such a new benchmark methodology which is based on human
visual performance as measured in psychophysics, ocular following and neurobiology. This benchmark will enable comparisons between different kinds of
models, but also it will challenge current motion estimation models and better characterize their properties with respect to visual cortex performance. To
do so, we propose a database of image sequences taken from neuroscience and
psychophysics literature. In this article, we focus on two aspects of motion
estimation, which are the dynamics of motion integration and the respective
influence between 1D versus 2D cues. Then, since motion models possibly deal
with different kinds of motion representations and scale, we define here two general readouts based on a global motion estimation. Such readouts, namely eye
movements and perceived motion will serve as a reference to compare simulated
and experimental data. We evaluate the performance of several models on this
data to establish the current state of the art. Models chosen for comparison
have very different properties and internal mechanisms, such as feedforward
normalisation of V1 and MT processing and recurrent feedback. As a whole, we
provide here the basis for a valuable evaluation methodology to unravel the fundamental mechanisms of the visual cortex in motion perception. Our database
is freely available on the web together with scoring instructions and results at
http://www-sop.inria.fr/neuromathcomp/software/motionpsychobench.
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Vers une méthodologie bio-inspirée d’évaluation
de modèles d’estimation du mouvement
Résumé : Offrir une méthodologie d’évaluation est essentiel pour la recherche
en modélisation des mécanismes neuraux impliqués dans la vision. Actuellement, il manque à l’évaluation des modèles d’estimation du mouvement une
méthodologie bien définie permettant de comparer leurs performances avec celles
du système visuel. Ici nous posons les bases d’un tel banc d’essai, basé sur
les performances visuelles des humains telles que mesurées en psychophysique,
en oculo-motricité, et en neurobiologie. Ce banc d’essai permettra de comparer différents modèles, mais aussi de mieux caractériser leurs propriétés en
regard du comportement du système visuel. Dans ce but, nous proposons un
ensemble de séquences vidéos, issues des expérimentations en neurosciences et
en psychophysique. Dans cet article, nous mettons l’accent sur deux principaux aspects de l’estimation du mouvement : les dynamiques d’intégration du
mouvement, et les influences respectives des informations 1D par rapport aux
informations 2D. De là, nous définissons deux ≪ lectures ≫ basés sur l’estimation
du mouvement global. De telles ≪ lectures ≫, nommément les mouvements des
yeux, et le mouvement perçu, serviront de référence pour comparer les données
expérimentales et simulées. Nous évaluons les performances de différents modèles
sur ces stimuli afin d’établir un état de l’art des modèles d’intégration du mouvement. Les modèles comparés sont choisis en fonction de leurs grandes différences
en terme de propriétes et de mécanismes internes (rétroaction, normalisation).
En définitive, nous établissons dans ce travail les bases d’une méthodologie
d’évaluation permettant de découvrir les mécanismes fondamentaux du cortex
visuel dédié à la perception du mouvement. Notre jeu de stimuli est librement accessible sur Internet, accompagné d’instructions pour l’évaluation, et de
résultats, à l’adresse : http://www-sop.inria.fr/neuromathcomp/software/
motionpsychobench.
Mots-clés :
banc d’essai

modèles neuraux; poursuite lisse; perception du mouvement;
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1

Introduction

Offering proper evaluation methodology is essential to continue progress in modelling the neural mechanisms of visual information processing in human and
non-human primates. This general idea has been very well understood and applied in computer vision where challenging benchmarks are now available for
several key problems, allowing models to be compared and further improved.
For example, motion estimation performance in computer vision increased significantly if one considers the results obtained thanks to classical benchmarks
such as Barron et al. (1994) or more recently Baker et al. (2007).
For example, in Baker et al. (2007), the authors defined a set of challenging
image sequences and a precise evaluation methodology. Their evaluation methodology consists of several quantified criteria based on comparisons between
output from algorithms and the ground truth (here, the true optical flow). Note
that the choice of the sequences seemed to be motivated by the need to compared motion models on identified key difficulties in this area (e.g., occlusions,
non-rigid motions, large displacements) encountered by motion models. That
means that setting a benchmark requires first to identify which key problems
are to be evaluated in which priority.
In this article, we follow a similar objective as in computer vision, which is to
propose suitable benchmarks in order to continue progress in modelling, but we
investigate here how to evaluate models against visual system performance. So
RR n° 7317
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our contribution is complementary to benchmarks proposed in computer vision
which only focus on local error measurements between simulated results and
true flow fields.
So, comparing simulated results to visual system performance is very different indeed than comparing just flow fields together. As far as the visual
system performance is concerned, the notion of local motion doesn’t make a lot
of sense. The purpose of the biological motion systems is to segment cluttered
visual scenes, to single out moving surfaces or objects and compute their global
direction and speed in order to be able to control goal-directed movements or
to build meaningful percepts. It is therefore necessary to define more global
readout in order to be able to compare outputs from models with observable
quantities measured in neuroscience experiments. Moreover, most perceptual
and behavioural experiments provide different types of data such as motion
pattern detection or discrimination, perceived quantities such as direction and
speed but also more subtle judgements such as number of depth planes with optic flow patterns or action recognition in biological motion. These measurements
can be obtained using psychophysical methods or measurements of a given motor responses such as smooth pursuit eye movements. Lastly, the goal of models
is to elucidate both computational principles and computing architectures. It
is therefore necessary to compare models outputs with biological responses at
different scales, from single neuron to behaviour.
An impressive bulk of visual motion studies have been conducted over the
last few decades, so that claiming to propose a full bio-inspired methodology
for motion models is not feasible. Instead, we want to show here the interest of
such a methodology for comparing models and biological data by focusing on
one specific problem in visual motion processing, namely 2D motion integration.
We will propose a selection of the most representative experiments that provide
key data for constraining model design and testing, at several functional levels,
from single neuron responses to motor responses and percepts..
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes in more detail what
are the main difficulties to design such an evaluation methodology. It is an important discussion as it really demonstrates the different kind of nature between
benchmarks in computer vision and the benchmark we consider here. Section 4
presents our bio-inspired evaluation methodology, that is which readout do we
consider and how to define quantified measurements from them. Section 3
provides the set of baseline stimuli, given our goal which is to focus on the
dynamics of motion integration and the respective influence between 1D versus
2D cues. Note that footnotes will be included in the text referring to scripts
and implementations details of the benchmark.

2
2.1

Why is it difficult?
Display parametrisation

Comparing model results one with the other, as well as comparing model results
with biological data, requires to set up equivalent stimuli with respect to their
size, geometry, duration, and luminance. In neuroscience experiments, stimuli
are characterized by their physical size, as well as the observers’ viewing distance, and their visual field size. When we apply a model on a set of different
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stimuli, we need to ensure that the mapping between the physical and numerical dimensions of the stimuli remains constant across all stimuli. Any failure
in applying a coherent mapping between physical and numerical dimensions
would lead to scale incoherences in the simulated results. The same kind of
relation also needs to be maintained between real and numerical duration and
luminance.

2.2

Discretisation problems

By definition, digital images are discrete. This discretisation implies the necessity to define properly a scale factor for converting real-world values characteristics into computer parameters. The main problem with discretisation procedures involved in defining numerical stimuli is the aliasing problem. One has to
make sure that frequency of the input does not cross the Nyquist frequency.
Discretisation problems can be found for several characteristics of stimuli such
as:
• Geometry is specified in visual field degrees, as noted in the previous
Section 2.1. As an additional note on spatial discretisation, one should
note that image generators often incorporate anti-aliasing algorithms to
smooth the discretisation step. In a given set of stimuli, the usage (or not)
of such anti-aliasing algorithms need to be specified.
• Duration can be specified in milliseconds in the stimuli, and are implicitly encoded in the frame-rate of the stimuli. A frame based discretisation is generally used to encode video sequences into computer data. It
discretised the physical space-time volume into voxels that all have the
same characteristics except for their luminance. Again one has to make
sure that the frequencies of the stimuli are compatible with the sampling
chosen to avoid aliasing. Also, note the link between spatial resolution,
duration and speed. Models are often very restricted by the size of the
image and the range of velocities that they can process (fine discretisation
of the distances lead to large numerical speeds in pixel/frame).
• Luminance is yet another quantity involved in the numerical stimuli generation. Here one should note that common computer image formats encode
luminance as a positive integer value less than 256. This coarse quantization is a very hard limitation on the stimuli, if one compares it with the
ability of the brain to handle a very wide range of luminance.
• Contrast is a fundamental aspect of biological visual processing and this
parameter is often use to probe the properties of low to high visual processing. Contrast is known to influence how different features are extracted
and linked together, the width of spatial and temporal integration windows and many other variables. It has a profound impact of the temporal
dynamics of most visual percepts and is responsible for many dynamical
non-linearities. Most psychophysical procedures use Michelson contrast
and the highest sensitivity range of the human visual system often challenge the contrast values achievable with 8 bits images.
• Many other aspects of motion stimuli used in psychophysical tasks shall
be addressed such as colour spaces or 3D information.
RR n° 7317
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Inhomogeneity of the motion representations

Motion models do not all have the same output, i.e., the same motion representation. For example, motion can be well described by global velocity likelihoods
(Montagnini et al., 2007), velocity distributions at every position (Grossberg
et al., 1999; Bayerl and Neumann, 2004), filter responses (Adelson and Bergen, 1985), time-correlated spike trains (Cesmeli et al., 2000), or 2D flow fields
(Barron et al., 1994). As far as neural models are concerned, different layers
of the visual cortex are usually modelled, giving different motion representations for the same scene. For example, a model reproducing main cortical layers
of the dorsal stream will include V1 layers with filter-like responses, MT layers corresponding to local pattern translational motions and MST layers giving
indications of global rotation or expansion motions.
As a result, it is necessary to define common observable quantities out of
this variety of motion representations, and these observable quantities should
be comparable to data measured in neuroscience. These common observable
quantities will be also called readouts in the sequel for simplicity, both in the
context of simulations and experiments. There are however some paradigms
which have been carried at many different levels. For instance, the coherence
level necessary for perceiving global motion in a random dot patterns has been
measured in human observers but also in single neurons in areas MT, MST
or LIP. For the example being considered here, i.e. 2D motion integration, a
consistent set of global direction estimates have been collected at these different
levels as well as for human perception, monkey and human smooth pursuit
(Masson and Ilg, 2010). When available, these datasets collected for different
responses with a single set of motion stimuli should be used to benchmark
models.

2.4

Lack of ground truth

In computer vision, ground truth in motion computation is the true optical
which is easily defined for synthetic videos, and which can also be known for real
scene videos (recorded with a specific procedure). For example in Baker et al.
(2007), the authors propose benchmark videos with a true optical flow which are
then used to perform quantitative measurements based on local comparisons of
the 2D flow fields against the estimated flow resulting from different algorithms.
However, if one considers motion perception in psychophysical studies, the
concept of ground truth becomes less obvious and it becomes impossible to define
ground truth in the strict sense. For example, one has to handle the great
variability between subjects or between trials for a single subject. Moreover,
since the data reported in the literature is often concise, i.e., described by a
mean and a standard deviation, it is often difficult to extract the statistical law
underlying the data. Also, many stimuli are bi-stable or multi-stable, leading
to changes in perception along time: the solution is neither unique, nor stable
in time.
What is meaningful in psychophysical studies, is that they do suggest some
relevant behaviours of the visual system depending on stimuli parameters. Then,
these behaviour can then be compared to the output of motion models. So our
goal here will be to quantify these properties on a given set of stimuli, in order
to decide whether a model reproduces qualitatively a general behaviour. So,
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ground truth notion has to be understood in a weaker sense here, and data have
to be collected in the literature.

2.5

Nature and variety of neuroscience results

Another major difficulty is that motion perception analysis has a long history
and it is still today an active field of research. Indeed, there is a wide range
of questions that can be investigated around motion in neuroscience, such as
the influence of stimulus parameters, the relations between all components, the
sensitivity to contrast, or effects due to 3D percepts. Then we can analyse the
visual system response at a given time, its evolution or the different responses in
case of multi-stability. Finally, literature provides a wide range of results that
can be categorized into perception, oculo-motricity or neural responses; and for
a given class of stimuli, results from these different sources may lead to different
interpretation. This short overview shows the complexity of trying to capture
what could be the main properties and results to focus on. Given this variety
of neuroscience results, it is necessary to restrict our study to a limited set of
fundamental questions.

3

Database design

3.1

Motivation

As mentioned in Section 2.5, there is great variety of neuroscience studies and
results concerning motion estimation and perception in primates. In this paper,
we focus on two aspects of motion estimation, namely the dynamics of motion
integration and the respective influence between 1D versus 2D cues. For these
well-known questions, representative stimuli can be chosen. These stimuli fit
into two classes:
Line-drawings In order to study the dynamics of motion integration and the
solution of the aperture problem, we need to use simple stimuli where
we control high-level interferences. Line-drawing objects are amongst the
most simple stimuli and their dynamics have been well studied.
Gratings To evaluate the respective influence of 1D versus 2D cues in the motion integration mechanism various types of gratings can be used varying
the shape of the aperture through which they are seen.
We also focused on stimuli for which smooth pursuit eye movements and motion
perception data were available.

3.2

Line-drawing objects

Translating diamonds
The experiments of Masson and Stone (2002) involve diamond stimuli translating either vertically or horizontally1 (see Figure 1, on the first row ). Due
to the local orientations of the diamonds edges with respect to the translating
direction, these stimuli mimic type II plaids. Indeed the vector average of the
1 Note

that this example will be studied in more details in Section ??.
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edge motions is biased 44◦ away from the object’s direction. The stimuli thus
provide an interesting line-drawing object to study the influence of 1D and 2D
cues on motion integration.
Altering the configuration of the stimulus, by using clockwise (CW) or
counter-clockwise (CCW) stimuli, or by varying the direction of the translation, does not influence the ability to pursuit the translating diamonds. But in
all the cases, the initial pursuit direction, as well as fastest perceptual estimates,
are biased towards the vector average of the edge motions. It is only after a few
hundred milliseconds of exponential direction error decay that the eyes correctly
track the object or that human subjects report the correct direction of motion.
Translating bars
Pursuing a translating bar which true motion direction is tilted with respect to
its normal direction leads to initial deviation in the smooth pursuit eye movement direction. For example, the peak directional error for a tilted bar of 20°
length, 0.5° width and 92cd/m2 luminance, moving with 16°/s is about 30°
(Biber and Ilg, 2008).
As discussed earlier, testing against such absolute values raise a lot of issues,
namely the difficulty of mapping real world sizes, luminances, and timings to
model results. More generally the following facts could be used for qualitatively
testing the model results. The integration dynamics of the translating bar depends on several factors. For instance as the bar length is increased, it becomes
more complicated to recover its true direction. Likewise it easier to pursue one
long bar, if it is tiled into several sub bars (Lorenceau et al., 1993; Biber and
Ilg, 2008).
Thus, to obtain a qualitative model evaluation, slope of peak directional
error could be analysed with respect to bar length, number of bar tiles and bar
luminance. Some other experiments conducted by Born et al. (2006b) showed
that the time course of mean directional angular error of this smooth pursuit eye
movement could be fitted very well by at most two exponential decay functions.

3.3

Gratings

Barber-pole
In the classical barber-pole illusion, a translating grating is viewed through a
rectangular aperture, leading to two orthogonal sets of 2D cues (Wallach (1935)).
The larger set of 2D cues originates from the longest side of the rectangular
aperture, while the smaller set of 2D cues originates from the shortest side. According to psychophysical experiments, as well as neurobiological data, the final
perceived motion direction is the same as the orientation of the elongated side
of the aperture, after an initial direction orthogonal to the grating orientation
Masson et al. (2000). The perceived motion direction thus corresponds to the
2D cues with the greater number of occurrences.
Again, similar observations are available at psychophysical Castet et al.
(1999); Kooi (1993) and neuronal Pack et al. (2004) levels. Thus it becomes
to compare model outputs with a global read-out such as perceived direction
or, even better, time-dependant ocular pursuit but also to compare the dynamics
of single model neurons with that of V1 and MT neurons.
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CW

Figure 1: Sample stimuli and main associated results. First row: Translating
diamonds stimuli and mean direction error for the clockwise and the counterclockwise stimuli showing an exponential decay. Reproduced from Masson and
Stone (2002). Second row: Grating viewed through circular apertures of different diameters. For a given time, the change in eye position depends on the
aperture diameter. Reproduced from Barthelemy et al. (2006).
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Gratings sizes
In Barthelemy et al. (2006), the authors use a drifting grating viewed through a
circular aperture (see Figure 1). The orientation of the grating is constant and
orthogonal to its drifting direction, but the diameter of the circular aperture
varies among the stimuli. The authors quantify the change in eye direction
during several time windows with respect to stimulus diameter. Their goal
is to provide a quantitative measure of the spatial summation area, i.e. the
smallest diameter leading to the strongest change in eye position. Such spatial
summation functions can be seen as a global read-out of the motion integration
performed in area MT. It is however also possible to look at the perceptual effects
of such stimuli: varying sizes of grating patches affect motion detection as well
as motion after effect. Many psychophysical studies have been conducted on
the perceptual consequences of the centre-surround interactions in early visual
areas (see Seriès et al. (2001) for a review) and it becomes possible to compare
these results for the properties of neuronal receptive fields in area V1, MT or
MST in macaque monkeys. Spatial summation properties and centre-surround
interactions also another perfect examples of to the strongest change in eye
position.

4
4.1

Evaluation methodology
Read-out definitions

The read-outs defined herein correspond to global motion estimations, since the
notion of local measurement can not be clearly interpreted in term of the neural
architecture or activity. For example, it is known that the preferred motion
of neurons on both V1 and MT changes depending on the stimulus (Pack et
al., 2005a), or that the perceived motion and the neural activity in MT can
differ (Huang et al., 2008). Not considering only the local estimates makes an
important difference with classical computer vision methodology for optical flow
where only precision of local estimates matters.
Our goal is to define qualitatively which common output are needed from
models (i.e. readout, inspired from real neuroscience experiments). However no
general formula for readouts can be given for several reasons. The first reason
is that the cortical mechanisms leading to a read-out from neural activity are
usually not clearly established and a fortiori it is hard to model them rigorously.
The second reason is that the variety of motion representations in models makes
it impossible to write a general formula that would be valid for any kind of
representation. The last reason is that read-outs defined here are sometimes
inherent to models.
Common outputs are necessary in order to compare models together and
abstract all implementation dependent issues coming from the large variety
of motion models. For example, if eye-movement like output can be defined,
then models can be compared together in term of dynamics. As illustrated
by this example, our goal here is to propose output formats corresponding to
classical read-outs as defined in psychophysics. Our goal is to describe for each
read-out, what they are supposed to measure, and how they are measured in
psychophysics.
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Herein we discuss two types of read-outs: eye movements and motion perception.
• Eye movements: Voluntary eye movement to track motion are directly related to our interpretation of the scene in term of motion content. Primates use two types of voluntary eye movement to track objects of interest:
smooth pursuit and saccades. Pursuit eye movements are driven visual
motion and rely on both low-level and high-level motion processing. Pursuit initiation is critically dependent upon visual motion processing in
cortical areas MT and MST. It presents the interest of being a simple
motor responses that requires an accurate estimate of the global direction
and speed of a single object, despite its shape, colour and so on. It is
therefore a good probe of object motion processing and in particular it
reflects many of the dynamical properties of low level motion computation. From a modelling point of view, eye movement read-out is a single
velocity at each time step, and it will be essentially also here the direction
in order to make comparisons with psychophysical data.
• Perceived motion: Given a stimulus, some experiments require subjects to
give their impression concerning the motion they perceive. In general, this
perceived motion read-out ignores its time evolution. From a modelling
point of view, the perceived motion read-out is a velocity corresponding
to the steady state. For the 2D motion integration tasks, we can assume
that perceived motion corresponds to the final output from eye movement
read-out. A future extension of the methodology would be to implement
perceptual decision stages from the optical flow computations to match
psychophysical results which are often expressed as gradual change in performance (e.g. percentage of correct responses).

4.2
4.2.1

Quantitative comparison
Fitting functions

As detailed in the previous section, in order to quantify the results presented in
the literature, experimentalists generally provide data fitted to a function. For
instance the difference between eye movements and the true movement of an
object is often fitted to an exponentially decreasing function, as it appears that
the eyes gradually catch up the moving object motion. Those fitting functions
can serve as ground truth to evaluate motion model outputs. Note that these
fitting procedure can be time-scale invariant by estimating two parameters for
each fit, τ and t0 , so that the time t is replaced by
t̃ =

t
.
τ − t0

This time scale invariant measure can be used for models not having a strict
input/output mapping to the real data.
4.2.2

Quantifying errors

Through the parameters of the fitting functions, we are able to quantify the
errors made by motion models. Let us assume a fitting curve C with N parameters pi=1..N as given in the literature. If we assume a normal law, we can
RR n° 7317
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quantify the error between pi the set of parameters found in the literature, and
pei the set of parameters resulting from a model by:
X
Gσi (pi − pei ),
(1)
i

where σi are the set of standard deviations associated with the parameters pi
x2
in the literature, and Gσi (x) = exp(− 2σ
2 ) is a non-normalised Gaussian of
i
deviation σi .
In the following fitting function definition, we denote the fitting parameters as
subscript.

4.3

Experimental protocol

Herein we choose to consider two main classes of stimuli, due to their predominance in psychophysics: line-drawings and gratings. Those two classes of
stimuli are often opposed, in particular since gratings can easily be interpreted
in frequency space, but that this is more difficult for line-drawings. For each
considered experiment, we give the original reference in which it appears, as
well as a brief description, a motivation of its use, and expected results.
The standard protocol to evaluate a motion model is as follows:
1. Download the benchmark stimuli to be tested from our website
2. Apply your model on the benchmark stimuli.
3. Define and apply a read-out to convert your results into the common
evaluable format.
4. Submit your results to the website, optionally allowing their publication
on-line.
5. Alternatively you may want to download the software necessary to evaluate your read-out output and run it off-line.
More implementation details can be found in the software documentation.

4.4

State of the art results

We illustrate each of the proposed experiment of several classical approaches
both from the computational neuroscience community (Simoncelli and Heeger,
1998; Bayerl and Neumann, 2004; Tlapale et al., 2008), and from the computer vision community (Horn and Schunck, 1981; Lucas and Kanade, 1981;
Farnebäck, 2001) 2 . The classical computer vision approaches we tested herein
may look old but are still providing good results when applied to state of the art
computer vision benchmarks (Baker et al., 2007). As we will discuss afterwards,
the set of stimuli proposed herein provides a valuable benchmark for computer
vision as well.
2 Implementations for Horn and Schunck (1981); Lucas and Kanade (1981) are taken from
the OpenCV library.
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Barberpole
Translating diamonds
Translating dashed bars
Grating size

Horn and
Schunck
✔
✘
✘
✘

Lucas and
Kanade
✔
✘
✘
✘

Simoncelli
and Heeger
✔
✘
✘
✘

Tlapale et
al.
✔
✔
✔
✘

Table 1: Synthetic results for various algorithms and stimuli. ✘and ✔denotes
failed and passed respectively.
Example: Translating diamonds
As an example of the proposed methodology, we now discuss the translating
diamonds stimuli (Masson and Stone, 2002) described in the previous sections.
If we apply the stimuli as input to computer vision algorithms, we are given
an optical flow (i.e. a vector field) v(t, x) : R+ × Ω → R2 . For bio-inspired
models with a distributed velocity representation p(t, x, v) such as in Bayerl
and Neumann (2004); Tlapale et al. (2008), we can compute a vector field by:
R
p(t, x, v) v dv
v(t, x) = RV
,
(2)
p(t, x, v)dv
V
where V is the set of velocities.
We can then average this flow field on the whole space, and compute a
smooth pursuit like response w(t) by:
λ−1

X
∂w
v(t, x) − w(t).
(t) =
∂t

(3)

x∈Ω

where Ω is the spatial domain, and λ is a smoothing parameter.
To characterise the dynamics in the translating diamonds stimuli, the half
differential direction error is defined as half the difference between the direction
errors observed for clockwise and counter clockwise diamonds, can be fitted to
an exponential function. is fitted with the function:
fA,τ,B (t) = A exp(−t/τ ) + B.

(4)

Since values and standard deviations are given for the parameters A, τ , and B,
we can use them to obtain a quantitative quality measure, assuming a normal
law (see Section 4.2.2).

5
5.1

Discussion
Classical models failures

In this article we set the basis for a new benchmark methodology based on
human visual performance as measured in psychophysics, ocular following, and
neurobiology. This benchmark enables comparisons between two classes of models: bio-inspired models and models coming from the computer vision literature.
This benchmark reveals interesting differences between state of the art methods
that we can summarize into two main observations.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2: Effect of 2D cues in the translating diamonds by Masson and Stone
(2002). (a-c) Initial output for the model of Lucas and Kanade (1981); Horn
and Schunck (1981); Tlapale et al. (2008) respectively. (d-f) Output after seven
frames. Classical computer vision approaches do not integrate along objects.
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The first observation is that the classical computer vision algorithms that
we have tested showed a lower performance than bio-inspired models and there
exists fundamental modelling features that could explain those differences. For
example, considering type II diamonds stimuli, computer vision algorithms seem
too influenced by local edge motions. This is probably due to the scale at which
those algorithms operate and we can wonder if it would be solved by multiscale optical flow algorithms. Indeed, it is one the strength of the models of
the visual cortex proposed by, e.g., Bayerl and Neumann (2004); Tlapale et al.
(2010), which is to reproduce the multi-layer architecture of the brain so that
the motion information is diffused on a wide range. Another distinguishing
feature between the two classes of models is that feature detectors found in
the visual cortex (such as junction detectors that prevent occlusion problems)
are often found in elaborated visual cortex models Weiss and Adelson (1998);
Berzhanskaya et al. (2007); Bayerl and Neumann (2007).
The second observation is that most models proposed fail to reproduce a
proper dynamical properties which are comparable to the visual system. Very
few data concerning psychophysical, oculo-motor, or neural dynamics were available when algorithms were proposed, so that models are often static, i.e. they
only consider a pair of frames, or they converge towards the final percept with
an arbitrary non-plausible dynamics. With respect to this criterion, it is the
model described by Tlapale et al. (2010) that gives the best results so far, based
on recent neuronal, psychophysical, and behavioural findings Pack and Born
(2001); Pack et al. (2004); Masson and Stone (2002); Wallace et al. (2005).

5.2

Extending the methodology

Although proposing new approaches to evaluate current state-of-the-art models
the proposed evaluation methodology is still extensible. For instance, it is well
known in the literature that most of the motion stimuli are multi-stable. In
the case of drifting plaids, one can perceive either two gratings with different
velocities, or one single plaid motion Hupé and Rubin (2003). Incorporating
this multi-stability in models is still only at the sketch level in models Giese
(1998); Veltz and Faugeras (2009); Tlapale et al. (2010), and mostly ignored in
motion benchmarks.
Among the considered stimuli, various properties affecting the motion integration mechanisms are still ignored. For instance, disparity used in binocular
experiments is still missing. However some models already use binocular cues as
a way to depth-order motion information Beck and Neumann (2010). Another
property ignored herein is the contrast. In a wide range of psychophysical and
neurobiological stimuli, the contrast is shown to have a considerable effect on
motion integration. For instance the receptive field size in area V1 Sceniak et
al. (1999) and area MT changes with contrast Pack et al. (2005b). Contrast also
influences behavioural results Masson and Stone (2002); Wallace et al. (2005);
Born et al. (2006a). Those kind of stimuli variations should also be considered
in a more comprehensive data set.
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Figure 3: Screen shot of the website associated with the presented evaluation
methodology. The full stimuli database as well as scoring instructions and results can be found on it.
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